Abstract. We extend our methodology for three-dimensional parameter structure and value estimation and apply it to a Vermont test site. Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) cross-well travel times are inverted for estimation of heterogeneous GPR soil velocities before and after a controlled release of salt water in the unsaturated zone. The method, which is based on an approximation of the extended Kalman filter in conjunction with data-driven zonation, automatically estimates not only distributed zone values but also the number of zones, zone geometry, and zone covariance. Resultant GPR velocity estimates are shown to reduce travel time estimation errors and to be consistent with independent cone penetrometer measurements at all five walls at the site. Comparison of velocity estimates before and after forced injection of salt water is used to detect and visualize soil moisture patterns in three dimensions. By varying the "cluster tolerance criterion" in the data-driven zonation process, the user can obtain a desired resolution of heterogeneity (number of zones used) in the resultant model.
Introduction
Over the past century there has been rapid growth in geophysical use of acoustic and electromagnetic waves for characterization of the subsurface. Easily measurable quantities, such as first-arrival travel times, are frequently inverted to estimate propagation velocities and/or attenuation of waves; these properties are correlated with other attributes of interest to help researchers locate oil or mineral deposits, subsurface contamination, archaeological features, buried objects, etc.
Various methods have been devised to resolve subsurface heterogeneity at different scales, utilizing both refraction and reflection of waves. Long-range surface measurements of refracted seismic waves from natural and artificial seismic sources are used to estimate very large-scale heterogeneities in the Earth's crust and upper mantle. Recently, improvements in refraction processing techniques have enabled three-dimensional (3-D) seismic velocity estimation, usually on a coarse scale. These methods parameterize the 3-D space in a variety of ways, including coarse 3-D grids [Awad and Mizoue, 1995; Thurber, 1983 Thurber, , 1986 , constant-velocity blocks [Aki and Richards, 1980] or layers [Zhao et al., 1992b] , or grids within layers [Ma et al., 1996; Zhao et al., 1992a] . While the sophistication of these methods continues to increase, the a priori imposition of structure constrains the solutions in ways that may lead to erroneous results [Kulakov et al., 1995] . Furthermore, the presence of multiple unknowns (e.g., location of natural sources, depth and geometry of discontinuities, velocity structure) may lead to problems in consistency and convergence. Using synthetic problems, Hole [1992] suggests that if data sampling is very dense and source and receiver locations are accurately known, then very-high-resolution 3-D velocity estimates can be achieved.
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Exploration seismology has increasingly focused on short-to medium-range surface-to-surface reflection techniques, which are now commonly processed in 3-D [Sherif{ and Geldart, 1995] . The inherent limitations of surface-to-surface reflection measurements prevent accurate simultaneous determination of subsurface structure and velocity. Typically, these methods impose a relatively simple velocity structure such as a layered earth-model of homogeneous or regularly varying layers [e.g., Phadke and Kanasewich, 1990] , and the depths to reflecting interfaces between layers are estimated (migrated) on the basis of previously estimated velocities. Depth migration and velocity estimation may be repeated iteratively to minimize residual errors, but the problem is highly nonunique since velocity estimation depends on reflector depth and orientation, and reflector depth migration depends on velocities.
Cross-well geophysical tomography [Dines and Lytle, 1979] , in which sources and receivers are placed in different boreholes, can provide much greater resolution than surface methods, and results in problems that are less ill-posed since the only unknown is propagation velocity or attenuation (assuming locations of sources and receivers in boreholes are wellcontrolled and precisely known). Depending on the application, the benefits of higher resolution may outweigh the greater costs inherent in cross-well data acquisition. Growing interest in cross-well methods and applications was recently evidenced in an entire special issue of Geophysics devoted to this topic [Rector, 1995] . Inversion of 3-D cross-hole data has progressed [Shima, 1992; Alumbaugh and Newman, 1997] ; however, the computational requirements of the nonlinear iterative solvers required for cross-well data inversion has so far limited most applications to the estimation in 2-D interwell planes, despite the estimation errors this incurs [Mufti, 1995] . Most highresolution refraction tomography inversion is performed using relatively simple iterative techniques such as backprojection, the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART), and simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). These methods yield parameter estimates but not covariance estimates, 
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Brewster and Annan, 1994; Brewster et at., 1995; Greaves et at., 1996; Witten et at., 1994 ] and 3-D [Grasmueck, 1996] , and 2-D cross-well GPR tomography [e.g., Otssonetat., 1992] .Since GPR velocities are very sensitive to saturation and the saturating fluid [Mellett, 1990] , GPR has proven useful in hydrological applications, such as detecting water content [Greaveset at., 1996] and groundwater contamination [Benson, 1995] and tracking a dense non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) plume [Brewster and Annan, 1994; Brewster et at., 1995] .
Eppstein and Dougherty [1996] proposed a data inversion algorithm that combines an efficient approximation to the nonlinear extended Kalman filter (AEKF) with data-driven zonation (DDZ). The Bayesian AEKF provides explicit estimation of parameter values and covariance in a nearly optimal (in a minimum variance sense) manner. Although each iteration of this procedure is more costly than that of a simpler method (such as SIRT); it requires few, if any, iterations to achieve good parameter estimates and is designed to incorporate time series data. In DDZ, initially fully distributed parameters are dynamically merged into larger zones (as warranted by the current estimates) using the novel method of random field union. Estimation with AEKF and dynamic structure determination with DDZ are alternated recursively (on different data measurements) and/or iteratively (on the same data measurements) to achieve a final estimate of parameter dimensionality, structure, value, and covariance. We successfully applied this method to the determination of transmissivity from hydraulic head in synthetic 2-D domains. We recently extended our method to 3-D and demonstrated its effectiveness in estimating heterogeneous seismic velocity fields of synthetic 3-D domains [Eppstein ]. Our 3-D method is unique in several ways, including the use of domain decomposition to break down large problems into manageable pieces and in the way that it dynamically parameterizes the model.
In this paper we provide further improvements to the method and apply it to 3-D inversion of cross-well GPR travel time data from a Vermont test site and to mapping the location of a controlled release saltwater plume in 4-D (time being the fourth dimension). The 3-D data set is extremely sparse, having been developed at a demonstration project rather than a field laboratory experiment. Moreover, the data collection was designed for 2-D cross-well processing, not 3-D. As a result, the data set reveals the ability of our method to cope with missing data.
The ARA Vermont Test Site
Applied Research Associates, Inc. (ARA), has established a test site near its offices in South Royalton, Vermont, for the purpose of exploring various subsurface site characterization methodologies. A pilot study was conducted on the performance of geowells. A geowell is a narrow bore un screened well with a specialized liner (0.038-m diameter) designed by ARA to facilitate both GPR and electrical resistance tomography (ERT) data collection. In the demonstration, four vertical geowells (each 21.3 m deep) were pushed into the approximate corners of an almost level rectangular area (see Figure 1 ). Since the wells are pushed, not drilled, no drillers logs are available. There is little information published on the geology of the site, which is located in terrace materials of glacial origin that are stratified alluvial deposits of sand, silt, and gravel [Kerr, 1918] . Interpretations of cone penetrometer data indicate subhorizontally stratified layers of sand, silt, clay, and gravel [Morey, 1997] . Measurements were taken for cross-well GPR tomography and for cross-well ERT. Both types of measurements were originally intended to be used for 2-D tomographic imaging for the four vertical crosswell planes (1, 2), (1, 3), (4, 1), and (4, 2) (where this notation specifies (source well, receiver well)). Measurements for both GPR and ERT were taken in February of 1997on the 3rd and 18th days of the month; on the 17th day of the month, 0.47 m3 of salt water was forcibly injected near the center of the domain through an infusion well (14.5 m deep) (Figure 1 ) that was screened between 3.66 and 4.57 m deep. All GPR measurements were taken sequentially using one source and one receiver at a time, each lowered to independent depths (ranging from 1.5 to 18 m deep) in different geowells, using 100-MHz signals. Each recorded GPR "measurement" is actually the average of 64 stacked transmissions. GPR sources and receivers were positioned on 1-foot (0.3048-m) vertical intervals, but a complete set of measurements was not obtained because of financial and time constraints. GPR measurement collection spanned over 6 hours on each of the collection dates. The entire 3-D domain is in the unsaturated zone, well above the water table located some 48 m below ground surface. A more complete description of the site, and ARA's site assessment, is givenbyMorey [1997] .
ARA very graciously provided us with GPR travel times, which we used to assess our 3-D tomography methods. Since the data were not collected with 3-D data processing in mind, the ray path coverage was highly nonuniform in 3-D. In addi- Figure 2 . The 3-D domain is estimated incrementally from the top down. Conditioning is performed within a "sliding window" (W) of zones, inverting only those travel time measurements from sources (in source window S, which may be adaptively sized) to receivers (in receiver window R) which are located in or just above the conditioning window W. After conditioning, DDZ is applied to all zones except those in the bottom F free planes, forming larger 3-D zones with those in the clustered part of the domain C. The location of the sliding window is subsequently lowered by one depth level, and the process is repeated until the moving front reaches the bottom of the domain (N = 0), whereupon DDZ is applied to all remaining zones. See Figure  3 for a flowchart of the process depicted here. tion, our algorithm used only a subset of the provided measurements (see section 3). Subsequent to our inversion of the GPR data, we received cone penetrometer data from ARA, which we used for cross validation of our velocity estimates. Despite the sparsity of data, surprisingly good results were obtained from applying our 3-D inversion methodology to the GPR data.
3-D Data Inversion Algorithm
We have implemented our 3-D data inversion algorithm in a computer code dubbed APPRIZE (automatic progressive parameter-reducing inverse zonation and estimation), written in Matlab (version 4.2c.1, The Math Works, Natick, Massachusetts, 1994). The domain is discretized onto a finite difference grid. Traveltimes are estimated at each node in the grid using the nonlinear planewave extrapolation method [Matarese, 1993] , extracted from Joseph Matarese's ANSI C 3-D raytracing code (available at http://www-erl.mit.edu/matarese/raytrace/ raytrace.html), and linked via "mex" files to APPRIZE.
Isotropic velocities are distributed over stochastic "zones," where a zone is defined as a set of one or more nodes in the grid which share a single mean and covariance estimate; velocities are interpolated linearly between nodes, providing a continuous velocity field. Initially each node is its own zone. As A previous version of APPRIZE is described in detail by Eppstein and Dougherty [1998] . In that version the domain was decomposed into 2-D horizontal subdomains, which were estimated independently before being combined in the third dimension. That method requires that each horizontal plane have adequate ray path coverage, with both sources and receivers located in every plane. Since this density of data was not available for the ARA Vermont test site, we were motivated to modify the algorithm to make better use of the measun~ments which were available. The modified algorithm used by the current implementation of APPRIZE for dynamic estimation and zonation is outlined in the following paragraphs; the reader is referred to work byEppsteinandDougherty [1996, 1998 ] for details on the derivation of the approximate extended Kalman filter, random field union, and clustering algorithms, which are not repeated here.
The heterogeneous velocity field for a 3-D domain is estimated incrementally from the top down (see Figures 2 and 3) . Conditioning is performed sequentially within 3-D overlapping sub domains in what we refer to as a "sliding window" of zones W. During a given round of conditioning, we invert only those travel time measurements from sources (in source window S) to receivers (in receiver window R) that are located in or just above the sliding conditioning window W. Some sources and/or receivers may lie outside the conditioning window, but 3-D DDZ Algorithm Eppstein & Dougherty, 1996) , Merge 2-D zones in plane P with adjacent 3-D zones in plane P-1 using RFU (see Figure 4. Zones are clustered and merged using 3-D DDZ as shown above. First, 2-D DDZ is applied to cluster and merge adjacent zones (using an eight-nearest-neighbor template) with similar means within each horizontal plane; then these zones are clustered and merged with adjacent 3-D zones above them (i.e., those with any vertical overlap) having similar means. Plate 1. (opposite) (a) The six outside faces of the velocity estimate for the 3-D domain from depths of 1.5 to 18 mare shown. This estimate was produced using measurements taken 15 days prior to the injection of the salt water and a cluster tolerance of 0.003 m/ns. (b) Exterior views of selected preinjection velocity estimates for various cluster tolerance levels. The data depicted in sections 1-6 are the same as those presented in Figures 9c-ge, 9g , 9h, and 91,and can be compared to the 398 zone estimate in Plate 1a. The color scale is the same as that shown in Plate 1a. (c) The nonlinear ray path coverage of the preinjection measurements used for conditioning is approximated here using linear ray paths for visual simplicity. Each of the 138 travel time measurements used was. taken independently. No sources were present in the top or bottom 3 m of the domain. It can be seen that the coverage is highly nonuniform; there are 51 uniformly distributed measurements in the (4, 1> plane (red), 35 uniformly distributed measurements in the (1, 2>plane (also in red), 40 measurements in the top portion of the (4, 2> plane (cyan), and only 12 measurements in two portions of the (1, 3> plane (indigo). Ray paths used are close to horizontal because of the imposition of the narrow "sliding" source and receiver windows (Figure 2 ). Areas outside these four cross-well planes are uncovered by GPR rays, except by nonlinearities in the ray paths (not depicted here). Coverage for the postinjection experiments was about 30% denser, but in the same four planes. (d) Velocity estimates 1 day after the injection of 0.47 m3 of salt water are subtracted from velocity estimates 15 days prior to injection to obtain the velocity differences shown here. High velocity differences (shown in blue) are presumed to be due to wetter soil conditions caused by the injection of the salt water. Section 1: Exterior view of the 3-D domain (from depths 1.5 to 18 m). the ray paths between them traverse Wand hence provide information useful for conditioning. The size of the source window S may be adaptively increased if there are an inadequate number of ray paths traversing W. The initial size of the sliding window Wini' is chosen to ensure an adequate number of sources for the initial conditioning. New planes are initialized according to a priori assumptions on mean and covariance structure within the plane, but zones are initially assumed uncorrelated between planes. Distributed In(slowness) (where slowness is velocity-I) values are modeled stochastically with 3-D Gaussian random fields; GPR travel times are inverted to estimate In(slowness) values, which are then converted to velocities for display.
The ARA Vermont test site, from 1.5 to 18 m deep, was discretized onto 23 X 24 (horizontal) X 55 (vertical) nodes with a uniform 1 foot (0.3048 m) internodal spacing. For the results presented here, In(slowness) for each node was initialized to 2.42 with a variance of 0.03 (corresponding to an initial velocity estimate of 0.09 mlns with a variance of 2.54~4 m2/s2); these assumptions were based on preliminary data available for the site. Within each horizontal plane In(slowness) was assumed to have a negative exponential correlation, with a correlation length of 3.048 m. In addition, the 552 nodes (23 X 24) on each of the 55 horizontal planes were initially merged using random field union [Eppstein and Dougherty, 1996] into 132 larger (square, except at edges) zones (11 X 12), in effect enabling us to model distributed velocities on a 3-D grid (7260 nodes) coarser than that used to perform the forward simulations (30,360 nodes). The initial dimensions of most preclustered zones were approximately 0.6 m X 0.6 m X 0.3 m; since the resolution of the 100-MHz GPR is approximately 0.75 to 1.5 m (one fourth to one half wavelength), this starting zone size is adequate to resolve the heterogeneity detectable by the signal.
Conditioning of the In(slowness) fields is achieved via the approximate-extended Kalman filter (AEKF) Dougherty, 1996, 1998 ]. The AEKF is an efficient approximation to the extended Kalman filter [Ge/b, 1974] , which is a recursive, Bayesian, least-squares estimator for optimal filtering of time-series measurements. The AEKF procedure is shown by following the pseudocode, where the variables C, W, S, and R are as defined in Figure 2: FOR each source in S
(1) form Jacobian
(2) estimate state-parameter cross covariance v GPR velocities for all zones in C and W; In ( v -1) In (slowness) for all zones in C and W; TR estimated first arrival travel times ill R; J Jacobian (sensitivity) matrix (J = 0 for all zones outside W); covariance matrix of system noise in R; covariance matrix of measurement error in R; measured travel times in R; the Kalman gain matrix for In(slowness); covariance matrix.
The recursive nature of the filter enables separate sources to be assimilated sequentially without loss of information. This limits the dimension of the matrix to be inverted to the number of receivers in the receiver window R (s 15 X 15, for the Vermont data).
The calculation of the Jacobian J by divided differences dominates the computation time of the program, requiring one forward simulation for each of the zones in the conditioning window W (264, for all but the first subdomain, in these experiments).
Since the domain is constructed incrementally, the size of cov(ln( v-1» varies dynamically with the number of zones in C and W. The covariance matrix of the fully distributed parameters for the whole domain is never required. The measurement error covariance matrix M R and the system error covariance matrix QR are diagonally dominant matrices and implicitly regularize the inversion. In the experiments presented in this paper, measured travel times varied from 48 to 184 ns. We assumed that measurement errors were independent in space and time with a constant variance of 10 ns2 and that system noise was similarly independent with a constant variance of 5 ns2.
After conditioning, data-driven zonation (DDZ) is applied to all zones in W except those in the bottom F free planes, combining them with preexisting 3-D zones in C where possible (Figure 3 ). DDZ consists of two steps. In step 1, zones are clustered with adjacent zones of similar value, first horizontally then vertically (Figure 4 ). This clustering sequence has the effect of biasing the method towards horizontal layers without precluding the detection of higher-angle features. The same clustering method has been used previously to successfully recover tilted strata and embedded lenses [Eppstein and ]. Clustering terminates when the zones have been clustered into the fewest number of clusters for which all clusters are within tolerance. In these experiments a cluster is determined to be within tolerance if all velocities of zones in the cluster are within the "cluster tolerance criterion" T of the cluster centroid. For the experiments reported in sections 4.1 and 4.2 we used T = 0.003 m/ns; in section 4.3 we explore the [Eppstein and Dougherty, 1996] . RFU merges heterogeneous random fields in a manner such that the variance increases with the square of the differences in the means of the merged fields.
By allowing the number of free (unclustered) planes F to be nonzero, we give zones the opportunity to be conditioned more than once before they are clustered. This is important, since estimation errors due to boundary effects will be most pronounced at the bottom of the conditioning window W, where estimated ray paths are constrained to lie above the moving front.
After DDZ the location of the sliding window W is lowered by one depth level, so that in general there are F + 1 unclustered planes in the conditioning window. The process is repeated until the moving front reaches the bottom of the domain (N = 0), whereupon DDZ is applied to all remaining zones.
For the results presented in this paper the following window sizes were used: W = 2, F = 1, R = 3, and S :2: 2 (if an inadequate number of travel time measurements are available for a given sub domain, the size of the source window S may be increased). For the preinjection data Wini! = 7; for the postin- 
Results

GPR Velocity Estimation
Selected GPR first-arrival travel time measurements were used for conditioning the velocity estimates. First, the measurements were preprocessed for feasibility; any measurement that when dividedinto the straight-linedistancefrom source to receiver,yieldeda straight-linevelocityestimateof 0.1524m/ns or higher was thrown out as physically infeasible. This corresponds to a dielectric of 4 or lower, which is approximately the lower limit of dry soils [Mellet, 1990] . Approximately 3% of the data was eliminated owing to feasibility constraints. Second, the impositionof the narrow slidingsource and receiver windows (described in section 3) restricts measurements to those whose raypaths are relatively horizontal and short. For the preinjection velocity estimate, 138 measurements were selected (approximately10% of the original data set), as shown in Plate lc. Owing to the incompleteness of the data set, certain areas of the domain (especially near well 3) were very sparsely covered. discontiguous horizontal strata. The high-velocity layers are in ranges consistent with dry sand, and the low-velocity estimates are generally in ranges consistent with clays. Some of the very low velocities are outside the physically feasible range. The current assumption of a normal distribution of log slowness means that minimum velocities are unconstrained; the inclusion of physically based constraints on the distribution is expected to improve these results (and is planned in future research). We do not expect this would have a significant impact on the overall structure of the estimate or the magnitude of velocity differences over time. This estimate required just under 14 hours running on a 200-MHz SGI workstation.
APPRIZE was used
Not surprisingly, heterogeneity is best resolved near weill, where GPR measurement density is highest. The GPR velocity estimate for well 1 is compared with independent cone penetrometer (CPT) data for well 1 in Figure 5 . Vertical registration may be slightly off between the CPT and GPR data, as these data were collected by different crews without reference to a common datum. Nonetheless, it can be seen that there is good general agreement among the locations of low velocity estimates, low sleeve and tip stress, high pore pressure, and low resistivity, all presumably indicative of high clay content (e.g., at depths of approximately 7, 9, 12, and 15 m). Velocity estimates for wells 2-5 were similarly consistent with CPT data at those wells (Figure 6 ), although where GPR measurements were scarce, velocity estimates tended towards the mean of 0.072 m/ns. Compare the estimates at wells 3 and 5 below 11 m, while neither of these wells had ray path coverage in this region, the estimate at well 5 can be seen to be more strongly 0.1 influenced by the rays passing in planes (1, 2) and (4, 1). This demonstrates the effect of the negative exponential parameter covariance matrix in spreading the effects of local measurements.
As an assessment of estimation error, we calculated the root mean square. (Lm.s.) of the differences between estimated and observed travel times for all source-receiver pairs used in the domain. Using an initial homogeneous velocity estimate of 0.09 m/ns, the Lm.S. travel time estimation error was 42.87 ns; after applying the estimation procedure, the Lm.S. travel time estimation error dropped by 47%, to 22.87 ns.
Moisture Detection
A 513-zone velocity estimate was achieved using 182 selected GPR measurements taken on February 18th and a cluster tolerance of 0.003 m/ns. The injection of the 0.47 m3 of salt water one day prior to these measurementsincreased the heterogeneity of the domain, as indicated by the larger dimensionality of the resulting estimate. The postinjection velocity estimates were subtracted from the preinjection velocity estimates to yield velocity differences, as shown in Plate 1d. Since wetting the soil lowers the GPR velocity [Mellett, 1990] , high velocity differences are presumably ihdicative of wetter soil. In the exterior view(Plate 1d,section 1), it canbe seenthat most of the domain remained at the same velocity (green) postinjection, but several bands of wetter soil (blue) are visible between depths of 3-12 m. (The apparently "drier" (orange) areas in the top and bottom of the domain are thought to be artifacts of the extremely low measurement density in these areas). Horizontal cross sections of four of the wetter regions The mean estimate remains the same for all tolerance levels, and the general shape of the distribution is also consistent, to within the degree allowed by the number of zones in each estimate.
(Plate 1d, sections 2-5) show that there is no consistency in the direction of flow. A comparison of preinjection velocities to velocity differences postinjection is shown in Figure 7 . Overall, the average change was close to zero. Some areas appear to have dried over the 2 weeks between measurements (the site was under continuous snow cover during this period). Several regions beneath (or just above) the screened portion of the infusion well show high velocity differences, presumably due to wetting from the salt water. A comparison between Figure 7a and 7b shows that wetter (postinjection) regions tend to occur where high velocities (probably indicative of dry sand) existed preinjection.
Resolution of Heterogeneity
The cluster tolerance criterion (T) determines how liberal the algorithm is in combining zones and hence the resulting number of zones in the final estimate. We performed a series of experiments on the preinjection GPR data to determine the effect of varying T.
The lowest cluster tolerance we were able to run was T = 0.0015 mlns; this estimate required over 32 hours and resulted in 1090 zones; the resulting estimate looked very similar to that shown in Plate 1a. At the other extreme, a T = 0.055 mlns resulted in a homogeneous (1 zone) estimate. All estimates for T~0.006 took approximately 11 hours.
The r.m.s. travel time error increased linearly with T ( Figure  8a ), while the number of zones in the final estimate decreased with the -1.63 power of T (Figure 8b ), except at very high T, where the domain is reduced to 1 or 2 zones. While memory constraints prevented us from performing an experiment where T = 0 (i.e., fully distributed velocities), an extrapolation of the regression line in Figure 8a implies that there was little loss of accuracy by clustering to 398 zones using T = 0.003 m/ns.
In all cases the resulting velocity estimates had the same mean value of 0.072 mlns, and the histograms of In(slowness) show a similar distribution to the degree which is possible given the differences in the number of zones (Figure 9 ). These histograms also show that our assumption that In(slowness) is normally distributed is reasonable, although the infinite tails of a normal distribution are not physically meaningful and can result in some estimated values being outside the feasible range. Exterior views of selected tolerance levels are depicted in Plate 1b; it can be seen that reducing the number of zones lowers the resolution of heterogeneity yet preserves the main structural features of the resulting estimates.
Conclusions
We have successfully applied APPRIZE, a 3-D data inversion computer program, to invert cross-well GPR travel times to estimate a full 3-D model of soil velocities at a test site in Vermont, despite highly nonuniform and sparse ray path coverage of the domain. The quality of the resulting estimate was validated by showing a reduction in travel time estimation error and by comparison to independent cone penetrometer data.
The number, geometry, and covariance of velocity zones are also dynamically determined by APPRIZE. Minimal prior information is required by the method: namely, rough estimates of the mean, variance, and horizontal correlation length of In(slowness); variance of measurement noise; and variance of system noise. The use of nearly optimal approximations, the dynamic reduction in the parameter dimensionality, and the estimation of velocities in 3-D overlapping subdomains make the method efficient enough to be practical for very large domains.
Our method requires only measurements that are close to horizontal; this has several advantages. The limited number of measurements helps keep 3-D cross-well data acquisition costs reasonably low when collecting travel time measurements to be processed by APPRIZE. Not only do nearly horizontal measurements provide the best coverage of the sliding conditioning window, but measurements with shorter travel distances will tend to have the least attenuation, and therefore lower measurement and first-arrival picking errors, and also lower process errors due to simplifications in the simulator that may compound the error with distance. Longer GPR rays may also introduce error because radar velocity decreases with increasing travel time [Greaves et al., 1996] . Dines and Lytle [1979] found that emphasizing the shorter, more horizontal rays (by ray weighting) improved tomographic convergence and lowered the estimation error. Limiting the number and angle of rays used also limits the overdetermination of zones near the wells and increases the stability of the estimation procedure; this may be particularly important where very small-scale, unmodeled anisotropy exists within velocity zones. Effective anisotropy, which is indicated by differences between horizontal and vertical velocities, exists for both GPR and seismic waves [Ivansson, 1985; Tillard and Dubois, 1995] but is typicalJy ignored by inversion schemes. It should be noted that more nonhorizontal measurements may be included, if desired, by simply increasing the size of the source and/or receiver windows, or by conditioning on these measurements once the initial structure of the domain has been approximated (as by Eppstein and Doughelty [1998] ).
We have shown that GPR can be used to monitor changes in soil moisture in 3-D, which may prove valuable in applications such as leak detection from subsurface storage tanks. Our results also highlight the importance of adequately modeling soil heterogeneity. Rather than forming a classic contiguous "plume," as would occur in homogeneous soil, the location of infused salt water is shown to be highly influenced by the soil heterogeneity, and moisture is distributed into essentially discontiguous layers and travels in different directions.
The results on varying the cluster tolerance show that there is a clear tradeoff between parameter dimensionality and accuracy and that our method can be used to select the desired level of parameterization appropriate to the application in a stable and consistent way. If the goal of the estimation is to obtain a well resolved velocity estimate, then one should select the lowest cluster tolerance that can be run in a reasonable amount of time (T = 0.003 m/ns for these data). On the other hand, if the goal is to determine the geometry (and correlation) of the zone structure for use in subsequent estimation of other properties (e.g., hydraulic conductivity), then one might choose to raise the cluster tolerance to constrain the number of zones to be commensurate with the quantity and quality of 1899 observations (e.g., hydraulic head) available for the subsequent inversion. We plan to explore this further.
We see this algorithm as a very general methodology for large-scale data inversion in systems in a variety of application domains. Any forward simulator can be plugged into the estimation framework for the nonlinear estimation of distributed parameters on which the simulated process depends. We have shown applications to inversion of hydraulic heads in 2-D [Eppstein and Dougherty, 1996] , seismic travel times in 3-D [Eppstein and ], and ground-penetrating radar travel times in 3-D (this paper). We envision many other applications of this technology. We also expect that the continuing development of true 3-D interpretation software will encourage the more frequent collection of comprehensive 3-D data sets.
Future research plans include ways to further improve the accuracy and efficiency of the APPRIZE methodology, such as the inclusion of physical constraints on the assumption of normality, automatic differentiation of the ray tracer for fast formation of the Jacobian, parallelization of the code, other approaches to decomposition of the domain, and better ways to systematically treat measurement noise, system noise, and anisotropy.
